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11 IntroductionThe Family and Working Lives (FWL) survey provides researchers withrepresentative information about people living in Britain today. The fo-cus of the survey is not only on current living conditions; in addition, thesurvey includes a broad variety of retrospective questions about familyand working lives of the respondents. In this way, the survey tries to getinformation about basic event histories beginning with the 16th birthdayof the respondents. The �eldwork for this survey was done in 1994 and1995. The �nal sample consists of information for 11237 respondents.This report provides a practical introduction to the currently availabledata. The focus is on preparing the raw data for cross-sectional andlongitudinal analyses with the computer program TDA (Transition DataAnalysis). This program has been speci�cally designed for statisticalanalyses with longitudinal data but can also be used with cross-sectionaldata.1 Another advantage of TDA is that data can be stored in a highlycompressed data archive that can be used without further need to de-compress the data separately. However, using the FWL data is in no wayrestricted to using this program. The data �les that will be discussed insubsequent sections can also be used with many other statistical pack-ages.The report consists of the following sections.{ Section 2 describes the FWL raw data �le that is currently available.It is one big data �le (about 68 Mega bytes) and consists of severaldi�erent record types. It would be di�cult, therefore, to use this rawdata �le directly. Instead, our strategy will be to split this raw data�le into several separate �les that can be used more easily for di�erentpurposes.{ Section 3 deals with cross-section data. It is shown how to create anew data �le containing all cross-sectional record types of the FWLraw data �le. Then it is explained how to create a TDA data archive,and �nally there will be some examples illustrating how to use thearchive.{ Section 4 discusses how to create event history data based on therespondent's event matrix. We create a new data �le, containing the1 See the preliminary report on using TDA, based on a pilot sample for the FWLsurvey (Rohwer, 1994). An introduction to using TDA for event history analysis canbe found in Blossfeld and Rohwer (1995).



2information given in the respondent's event matrix and add this data�le to our archive. Then we illustrate using the data �le with someexamples.{ Section 5 discusses the basic information about respondent's partners.{ Section 6 describes how we have created an event history data �lebased on the information in the partner's event matrix. It is furtherexplained how the new data �le is added to our data archive and itsusage is illustrated with examples.{ Section 7 explains how we have created an event history data �le forthe respondent's job histories provided in their so-called job grid .{ Section 8 describes an analogously created job history �le based onthe partner's job grid data. This section includes a description of the�nal data archive.

32 The Raw DataThe currently available FWL raw data are contained in one big ASCIIdata �le, subsequently called fwl2.dat. The size of this data �le is68,406,959 bytes. The �le contains 1,551,086 records for 11237 respon-dents.Box 2.1 Data for the �rst person in the FWL raw data �le999900010011001 00010011PIKE8250950120001001000000001000151609306810106807031969203 26 09990999900010011002001 1 12 026 027026 3 33 299990001001100300 2 1 1 1 1 1199990001001100400 00 1 1 1 6 2 31 1 11 1299990001001100500 1 03&99990001001100600 16154612161605208211166 10 080299990001001100700 87 9394999900010011008008710 9308940299990001001100900 10100199990001001101000 888990 88108910900199990001001101100999900010011012009999000100110130099990001001101400 017 017 0179999000100110150099990001001101600 133 05030399990001001101700 444999900010011018009999000100110190099990001001102000 33399990001001102100 222221 208942 41 0219299990001001102200 1628341162856 1 2 299990001001102300 29999000100110240099990001001102500 10 16333311633391 0001100499990001001102600000200049 0000 3311 1 2 299990001001102700 111 2 2 2 2 299990001001102800222 1 11 3 163903116390899990001001102900 2 1639161163921 65 194 1 19999000100110300000 2 2 29999000100110310099990001001103200 164347116435029999000100110330099990001001103400 131645059999000100110350099990001001103600999900010011037009999000100110380099990001001103900 1645051216452399990001001104000999900010011041001645231216453799990001001104200 2216454811080- 1652139999000100110430099990001001104400 165213 1 04 114216501981 0199990001001104500 10.31599990001001105200 45999900010011053009999000100110540008870001001106384I10 N10 S10 08250PIKE08870001001106386 S07 A07 08250PIKE08870001001106387 W07N10 U10 A07 08250PIKE08870001001106388 W08N09 08250PIKE08870001001106389 W08N09 08250PIKE08870001001106393 W08 U06 A06A08 08250PIKE08870001001106401 11 0787108705 22 89900000 22 000622311 08250PIKE08870001001106402 11 0888098805 22 80900000 22 020015611 08250PIKE08870001001106403 11 0889098905 22 80900000 22 010015331 08250PIKE08870001001106404 11 0893999998 11 22000000 22 200085111 08250PIKE



4Box 2.1 (continued) Data for the �rst person in the FWL raw data �le08870001001106498 1084068708870001001106498 1088078908870001001106498 1089079308870001001106498 1187078808870001001107001 3 1 108870001001107002 3 1 108870001001107003 3 1 108870001001107004 12 2 1 1088700010011070980887000100110709808870001001107098088700010011070980887000100110710108870001001107102088700010011071030887000100110710408870001001107198088700010011071980887000100110719808870001001107198999900010011074 3 2999900010011075 5 1234 7 3 456789 1 0999900010011076999900010011077999900010011078999900010011079999900010011080999900010011081999900010011082999900010011083999900010011084 8 2 1 1 4999900010011085 3 3999900010011086 1999900010011087999900010011088999900010011089999900010011090999900010011091999900010011092999900010011093999900010011094 2999900010011095999900010011096 4999900010011097 6999900010011098999900010011099999900010011100 1999900010011101999900010011102999900010011103 1 1999900010011104999900010011105999900010011106999900010011107999900010011108999900010011109999900010011110999900010011111999900010011112999900010011113999900010011114999900010011115999900010011116999900010011117999900010011118999900010011119999900010011120999900010011121999900010011122999900010011123999900010011124999900010011125999900010011126999900010011127999900010011128999900010011129999900010011130

5Box 2.2 Record types for event history dataRecord Type--------------------------------------63 Respondent's event matrix64 Respondent's job grid66 Partner's event matrix67 Partner's job grid70 Respondent's job grid (continued)71 Respondent's job grid (continued)72 Partner's job grid (continued)73 Partner's job grid (continued)The records have variable length; end of record characters conform toDOS conventions, that is, each record is terminated by a carriage return-line feed sequence. Values of variables are stored in a �xed format (po-sitions can be found in the codebook).Each record is identi�ed by two pieces of information: An 8-digit identi-�er for respondents (columns 5 { 12), and a 3-digit record type (columns13 { 15). Box 2.1 shows the raw data for the �rst respondent (ID =00010011).Records types are in the range 1 { 130. There are two groups of records.In the �rst group there is exactly one record for each respondent. Sub-sequently we will refer to these records as cross-sectional records. Therecord types in this group are: 1 { 45, 52 { 54, and 74 { 130, altogether105 records that are available for each respondent.The second group consists of special records used to store event historyinformation for respondents and their partners. The record types arein the range 63 { 73, see Box 2.2. Subsequently, we will refer to theserecords as event history records. Contrary to cross-sectional records,there may be a variable number of event history records for each respon-dent (including his or her partner), and some of the record types shownin Box 2.2 may be totally absent. Consequently, the total number ofrecords varies across respondents.Our strategy to cope with this speci�c structure will be to split the rawdata �le into separate data �les with a more simple data structure. The�rst task will be to generate a new data �le that contains all cross-sectional record types. The result will be a simple rectangular data �lethat can be used in a straightforward way with most statistical packages.



63 Cross-Sectional DataThis section describes how we have created a cross-sectional data �lefrom the FWL raw data and how this �le can be used with TDA. Inparticular, we show how to create a TDA data archive and explain itspossible use with some examples.3.1 The Cross-Sectional Data FileCreating a cross-sectional data �le from the FWL raw data is simple, onejust has to put all cross-sectional records into a separate data �le. Thisnew data �le will be called fwl2a.dat. The basic points about this data�le are as follows.1. There are 105 cross-sectional records for each respondent. Given thenumber of 11237 respondents, the �le contains 1,179,885 records. Therecords for each respondent are ordered with respect to the record typenumbers shown in Box 3.1.2. Contrary to the raw data �le, fwl2.dat, records in the cross-sectionaldata �le (fwl2a.dat) will have a �xed record length: 99 data columnsplus 1 end-of-record character (line-feed).2 Consequently, the physicalrecord length is 100 bytes, and it is easy to view the data for eachrespondent alternatively as a sequence of 105 records, or as a singlerecord having a physical length of 10500 bytes. The physical size ofthe new data �le is, of course, 117,988,500 bytes.3. To assess variables in the new data �le one can use their de�nition inthe FWL codebook. Each variable is de�ned, there, by two pieces ofinformation: a record type number and the physical columns wherethe values of the variable can be found. For instance, the de�nition ofthe variable S1AY (birth year) is 1 (72-73) meaning that this variableis in columns 72 { 73 in the records of type 1.It is also easy to locate the variables if we view the data for eachrespondent as one long record. Box 3.1 shows, for each record typenumber, the corresponding o�set , so one only has to add this o�setto the variable's columns. For instance, the variable S2B 1 (sex ofrespondent) is de�ned as 2(44), that is, column 44 in record type 2.2 This conforms to the UNIX convention, but most programs are able to use a �lewith this end-of-record convention also in a DOS environment.

7Box 3.1 Record types and o�sets in fwl2a.datRTYPE Offset RTYPE Offset RTYPE Offset RTYPE Offset RTYPE Offset--------------------------------------------------------------------001 0 022 2100 043 4200 089 6300 110 8400002 100 023 2200 044 4300 090 6400 111 8500003 200 024 2300 045 4400 091 6500 112 8600004 300 025 2400 052 4500 092 6600 113 8700005 400 026 2500 053 4600 093 6700 114 8800006 500 027 2600 054 4700 094 6800 115 8900007 600 028 2700 074 4800 095 6900 116 9000008 700 029 2800 075 4900 096 7000 117 9100009 800 030 2900 076 5000 097 7100 118 9200010 900 031 3000 077 5100 098 7200 119 9300011 1000 032 3100 078 5200 099 7300 120 9400012 1100 033 3200 079 5300 100 7400 121 9500013 1200 034 3300 080 5400 101 7500 122 9600014 1300 035 3400 081 5500 102 7600 123 9700015 1400 036 3500 082 5600 103 7700 124 9800016 1500 037 3600 083 5700 104 7800 125 9900017 1600 038 3700 084 5800 105 7900 126 10000018 1700 039 3800 085 5900 106 8000 127 10100019 1800 040 3900 086 6000 107 8100 128 10200020 1900 041 4000 087 6100 108 8200 129 10300021 2000 042 4100 088 6200 109 8300 130 10400Since record type 2 has o�set 100, this variable is located at column144 in the combined records.Some basic variables contained in the cross-sectional data �le, fwl2a.dat,are shown in Box 3.2. A complete list of variables is provided by theFWL codebook.3.2 The TDA Data ArchiveWe will now create a TDA data archive containing the cross-sectionaldata �le fwl2a.dat. (Later on, we will add more data �les to thatarchive.) The procedure is based on the program ZOO, a general pur-pose archive program that can be used to create compressed archives ofarbitrary �les.3 We will call the archive fwl2.zoo. It is created in threesteps.43 ZOO has been written andmade available as freeware by RahulDhesi. The programis available for many di�erent computer platforms, including DOS and UNIX.4 A full description of how to create and use TDA data archives can be found in theTDA User's Manual.



8Box 3.2 Basic variables in data �le fwl2a.datName RTYPE Columns--------------------------------------------------PID all 5 - 12 Respondent's IDRTYPE all 13 - 15 Record typeINTY 1 34 - 35 Interview date: yearINTM 1 36 - 37 Interview date: monthINTD 1 38 - 39 Interview date: daySEG 44 65 - 66 Socio economic groupPOSTC 44 68 - 71 Post codeWARD 44 72 - 76 WARD / Local authorityCOUNTY 44 77 - 78 CountyIDENT 44 79 Subsample identifierNHH 44 80 - 82 Number of households at the addressWEIGHT 45 60 - 67 Main sample weights (format F8.3)MWEIGHT 45 70 - 77 Ethnic minority sample weights (F8.3)Step 1: Compressing the data �le. In a �rst step, the data �le mustbe compressed and put into the archive. This is done with the followingZOO command:5zoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2a.datThis command creates the archive fwl2.zoo (since the archive does notalready exist), compresses the �le fwl2a.dat and adds it to the archive.The result can be viewed by using ZOO's list command:zoo l fwl2.zooresulting in a table of contents for the archive fwl2.zoo. It shows that wereach a compression factor of 94%, that is, the size of the �le fwl2.datis reduced from 117,988,500 to 8,239,552 bytes.Step 2: Adding a variable description �le. ZOO is a general pur-pose archive program and not speci�cally concerned with data �les con-sisting of data records and variables. To use the archive as a TDA dataarchive, one has to add a variable description �le containing informationabout all variables that should possibly be retrieved from the archive.The variable description �le for our data archive will be called fwl2.var;Box 3.3 shows the �rst records corresponding to the variables in Box3.2. For each variable, TDA needs the following information: (1) The5 A full descriptionof ZOO and its many di�erent commands is in a manual, zoo.man,that is part of every ZOO distribution.

9Box 3.3 First records of variable description �le fwl2.varName FN OFFS LEN Label-----------------------------------------------------------PID 1 4 8 respondent's identification numberRTYPE 1 12 3 record type (always 1)INTY 1 33 2 interview date: yearINTM 1 35 2 interview date: monthINTD 1 37 2 interview date: daySEG 1 4364 2 socio-economic groupPOSTC 1 4367 4 post codeWARD 1 4371 5 ward/ local authorityCOUNTY 1 4376 2 countyIDENT 1 4378 1 main/boost identifier1 main sample without ethnic minorities2 boost sample3 ethnic minorities from the main sampleNHH 1 4379 3 number of households at the addressSAMPLE 1 4383 1 green sample (X or blank)WEIGHT 1 4459 8.3 main sample weightsMWEIGHT 1 4469 8.3 ethnic minority sample weightsvariable's name;6 we have generally used the same names as in the FWLcodebook. (2) The logical �le number (FN) of the data �le the variablebelongs to. This is necessary because a TDA data archive may containseveral di�erent data �les. The logical �le number of our �rst data �le,fwl2a.dat, is 1. (3) The o�set de�ning where the values of a variablebegin in the records of a data �le. Note that o�sets begin with zero forthe �rst physical column in a record. The de�nition of variables for thedata �le fwl2a.dat is based on the view that there is a single logicalrecord for each respondent (consisting of 10500 consecutive bytes). Thisis taken into account when de�ning the variable's o�sets. For instance,the variable SEG is in columns 65 { 66 in record type 44. As shown in Box3.1, this record type has o�set 4300, so the o�set of variable SEG is 4364.(4) Then comes the number of columns (LEN) occupied by the variable.It su�ces to give the number of columns since TDA will automaticallyrecognize whether there are integer or oating point values. As an option(see, for instance, the de�nition of the weights variables), one can usea FORTRAN-like format statement that will be used then, by TDA, tode�ne the print format of the variable. (5) One can add a variable label .This is optional and only used, by TDA, for informational purposes inprint outs. Any non-blank strings, following the de�nition of the number6 Note that variable names must begin with an upper case letter but are, in general,case sensitive, that is, TDA distinguishes upper and lower case letters.



10Box 3.4 Preliminary version of the archive description �le fwl2.des# archive description file for fwl2.zoofwl2.zoo1 fwl2a.dat 1 10500 11237 160399 fwl2.var 2 0 6512 0of columns (LEN) until the end of the current record, is regarded as avariable label. (6) As a further option one can add value labels. Thiscan be any text immediately following the de�nition of a variable insubsequent records that must begin, however, with at least one blankcharacter (see the example for variable IDENT in Box 3.3).Having created the variable description �le, it must be added to thearchive. The ZOO command is nowzoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2.varThis command compresses the �le fwl2.var and then adds the com-pressed �le to the archive fwl2.zoo. The archive now contains all thatis required by TDA to retrieve data: the data �le (fwl2a.dat) and adescription of its variables (fwl2.var).7Step 3: Creating an archive description �le. The �nal step is tocreate an archive description �le that describes the archive to be usedwith TDA. This �le contains two pieces of information (see the examplein Box 3.4. First, the name of a data archive, optionally preceded bya path. And second, a description of each �le that is contained in thearchive and should be recognized by TDA.8 There is one record for each�le, containing: (1) The logical �le number. (2) the name of the �le.7 Note that to create the variable description�le fwl2.var, we have used themachine-readableversion of the FWL codebook. This has been a little bit cumbersomebecausethe variable descriptions in the codebook do not follow a totally �xed format. Itwas therefore necessary to edit the variable description �le by hand and so theremay be some errors in the current variable description �le. Also we have omittedsome variables. It is always possible, however, to modify the variable description�le. Simply extract the �le from the archive (the command is: zoo x fwl2.zoofwl2.var), then edit the �le which is a plain ASCII �le, and �nally put the �leback into the archive (the command is: zoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2.var). Note thatthe archive should be repacked after replacement of a �le; the command is zoo Pfwl2.zoo. Note also that all variable names in a variable description �le must beunique; this can be checked with the command tda arcvchk=fname where fname isthe name of a variable description �le.8 A TDA data archive may contain additional �les that are not recognized by TDA.

11(3) The type of the �le (1 = data �le, 2 = variable description �le). (4)The physical length (in bytes) of the �le's logical records (or zero if therecords have variable length). (5) The number of logical records in the�le. (6) The number of variables in the �le.9Checking the data archive. Before a data archive is used for the �rsttime (and whenever the archive is updated with additional data �les orwith a modi�ed variable description �le) it should be checked whetherit can be correctly used with TDA. The TDA command to perform sucha check istda arcd=fwl2.des arccTDA is invoked, in this example, with two arguments (commands). The�rst command is arcd=fwl2.des telling TDA that it shall use a �le withthe name fwl2.des as an archive description �le. (This arcd commandmust always be given when TDA shall use a data archive.) The secondcommand is arcc requesting that the archive de�ned with the arcdcommand shall be checked. The check consists of the following steps:(1) TDA tries to open the archive description �le and tries to interpretall entries in this �le. (2) TDA tries to open the ZOO archive de�nedin the archive description �le. (3) TDA tries to read (and internallydecompress) all �les from the archive that are de�ned in the archivedescription �le. If any errors occur, or if there are any discrepanciesbetween the �le's description in the archive description �le and what isfound while extracting the �les from the archive, an error message willbe given in the program's standard output. Otherwise the program endswith the message "no errors found\.3.3 ExamplesHaving set up the data archive as described above it can be used toretrieve selected variables and to create selected data matrices for sub-sequent statistical analyses. In the following we give some examples.Example 1: Information about variables. A �rst exercise shouldbe to retrieve information about variables contained in the archive. TheTDA command istda arcd=fwl2.des arcv1 > var.lis9 This last entry is only for informational purposes and not checked by TDA.



12Box 3.5 Command �le fwl1.cfarcd = fwl2.des; archive description fileINTY <1>[2.0] = A:INTY ; (1) interview date: yearINTM <1>[2.0] = A:INTM ; (1) interview date: monthfreq = INTY,INTM; joint frequency distributionBox 3.6 Output of command �le fwl1.cfTDA. Analysis of Transition Data (6.0). Tue Mar 19 11:12:16 1996Command(s): cf=fwl1.cf--------------------------------------------------------------------Module: tda_arc [data archives]. Current memory: 134604 bytes.Reading archive description file: fwl2.desZOO data archive: fwl2.zooChecking definitions of files in archive.End of module tda_arc (135480).--------------------------------------------------------------------Module: tda_gd [data generation]. Current memory: 135480 bytes.Variable File FN Off Len Label----------------------------------------INTY fwl2a.dat 1 33 2 interview date: yearINTM fwl2a.dat 1 35 2 interview date: monthUsing archive data file: fwl2a.datNumber of records: 11237. Record length: 10500.Set maximum number of cases to: 11237Will generate a new data matrix with a maximum of 11237 cases.Idx Variable T S PFmt Definition----------------------------------1 INTY 2 1 2.0 A:INTY2 INTM 2 1 2.0 A:INTMRead records: 11237Created data for 2 variable(s) and 11237 cases.Created a new data matrix.Missing values (blank,star,point,general): noneEnd of module tda_gd (289659).In this example, TDA is invoked with two commands. The arcd com-mand de�nes the archive to be used (via the name of an archive descrip-

13Box 3.6 (continued) Output of command �le fwl1.cfModule: tda_ds [descriptive statistics]. Current memory: 289659 bytes.Frequency distribution: freq=INTY,INTMMax number of categories: 11237Index INTY INTM Frequency Pct Cumulated Pct---------------------------------------------------1 94 1 5.00 0.04 5.00 0.042 94 2 4.00 0.04 9.00 0.083 94 6 8.00 0.07 17.00 0.154 94 7 2014.00 17.92 2031.00 18.075 94 8 3206.00 28.53 5237.00 46.606 94 9 1230.00 10.95 6467.00 57.557 94 10 578.00 5.14 7045.00 62.698 94 11 1293.00 11.51 8338.00 74.209 94 12 729.00 6.49 9067.00 80.6910 95 1 1036.00 9.22 10103.00 89.9111 95 2 292.00 2.60 10395.00 92.5112 95 3 268.00 2.38 10663.00 94.8913 95 4 327.00 2.91 10990.00 97.8014 95 5 241.00 2.14 11231.00 99.9515 95 7 1.00 0.01 11232.00 99.9616 95 8 1.00 0.01 11233.00 99.9617 95 12 4.00 0.04 11237.00 100.00---------------------------------------------------Sum 11237.00 100.00End of module tda_ds (289659).--------------------------------------------------------------------End of program. Memory used: 559595 bytes. Tue Mar 19 11:14:41 1996tion �le), and the arcv1 command requests that a list of all variablescontained in the archive is to be written into TDA's standard output.Finally, the standard output is redirected into an output �le, var.lisin this example. This output �le can be used, then, as a starting pointto create a TDA command �le.Example 2: Interview dates. To illustrate how to create frequencydistributions of selected variables we use the variables INTY and INTM(year and month of interview). To create a TDA command �le we usethe output �le var.lis of the �rst example. The command �le, calledfwl1.cf, is shown in Box 3.5. There are four commands. The arcdcommand de�nes the archive. The following two commands specify thetwo variables to be used. The �nal freq command requests a joint



14Box 3.7 Command �le fwl2.cfarcd = fwl2.des; archive description filePID <8>[8.0] = A:PID ; (1) respondent's identification numberINTY <1>[2.0] = A:INTY ; (1) interview date: yearINTM <1>[2.0] = A:INTM ; (1) interview date: monthINTD <1>[2.0] = A:INTD ; (1) interview date: daypdata = fwl2.d1; data written to output file fwl2.d1;dtda = tda.d1; TDA description of fwl2.d1 written to tda.d1;Box 3.8 Command �le fwl2a.cfdfile = fwl2.d1; data filenoc = 11237; (maximum) number of casesPID <8>[8.0] = c1; variablesINTY <1>[2.0] = c2;INTM <1>[2.0] = c3;INTD <1>[2.0] = c4;freq = INTY,INTM; frequency distributionfrequency distribution for the two variables. To execute this command�le TDA is invoked astda cf=fwl1.cf > fwl1.outThe cf command tells TDA about the name of the command �le tobe used. The standard output is now redirected into the output �lefwl1.out shown in Box 3.6 (two parts).Instead of the freq command one could use the freq2 command result-ing in another format for the two-dimensional frequency table (includingrow and column percentages).Example 3: Creating data �les. TDA (normally) always creates aninternal data matrix before any statistical calculations are applied to theselected data. This internal data matrix (optionally only a part of it tobe selected with the keep or drop commands) can be written into anoutput �le. The command �le fwl2.cf, shown in Box 3.7 gives a simpleillustration. There are now four variables selected for the data matrix.In addition there are two commands: The pdata command requests thatthe data matrix is written into an output �le, fwl2.d1 in this example;and the dtda requests a TDA description of the data �le.

15Box 3.9 Command �le fwl3.cfarcd = fwl2.des; archive description fileIDENT <1>[2.0] = A:IDENT ; (1) main/boost identifierWEIGHT <8>[8.3] = A:WEIGHT ; (1) main sample weightsMWEIGHT<8>[8.3] = A:MWEIGHT; (1) ethnic minority sample weights# here we create indicator variables for available weightsIW = gt(WEIGHT,0);IMW = gt(MWEIGHT,0);freq = IDENT,IW,IMW; joint frequencyBox 3.10 Output of command �le fwl3.cfIndex IDENT IW IMW Frequency Pct Cumulated Pct-------------------------------------------------------1 1 1 0 8849.00 78.75 8849.00 78.752 2 0 1 2098.00 18.67 10947.00 97.423 3 1 1 290.00 2.58 11237.00 100.00-------------------------------------------------------Sum 11237.00 100.00The resulting data �le, fwl2.d1, contains the four variables in a free for-mat and can be used as an input data �le in subsequent calls of TDA (orwith other statistical packages). For illustration, we create a new com-mand �le, fwl2a.cf, based on tda.d1 (see Box 3.8). This command�le reads the data �le fwl2.d1 and creates again a two-dimensional fre-quency distribution for the year and month of the interview. Of course,the resulting frequency table will be the same as shown in Box 3.6.Example 4: Available sample weights. Here is an example thatchecks the available sample weights. Box 3.9 shows the command �le,fwl3.cf. It �rst de�nes three variables from the archive: IDENT (sub-sample identi�er), WEIGHT (main sample weights) and MWEIGHT (weightsfor ethnic minorities). Then there is a de�nition of two indicator vari-ables taking the value 1 if there is a positive weight and taking the value0 otherwise. Finally we request a joint frequency distribution of IDENTand the two indicator variables. The resulting frequency table in Box3.10 shows the consistency of the available information.Example 5: Using sample weights. There are di�erent possibili-ties to select subsamples. Command �le fwl4.cf, shown in Box 3.11,shows �ve di�erent possibilities. For each of the selected subsamples the



16Box 3.11 Command �le fwl4.cfsection = "data";arcd = fwl2.des; archive description fileIDENT <1>[2.0] = A:IDENT ; (1) main/boost identifierWEIGHT <8>[8.3] = A:WEIGHT ; (1) main sample weightsMWEIGHT<8>[8.3] = A:MWEIGHT; (1) ethnic minority sample weightsS2B_1 <1>[2.0] = A:S2B_1 ; (1) person 1: sexsection = "main sample without ethnic minorities";tsel = IDENT[1]; select main samplefreq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXsection = "boost sample";tsel = IDENT[2]; select boost sample (ethnic minorities)freq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXsection = "ethnic minorities from main sample";tsel = IDENT[3]; select ethnic minorities from main samplefreq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXsection = "main sample";tsel = IDENT[1,3]; select main samplefreq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXsection = "ethnic minorities";tsel = IDENT[2,3]; select ethnic minoritiesfreq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXBox 3.12 Output of command �le fwl4.cfSection 2. [main sample without ethnic minorities]Executing command: tsel=IDENT[1]While active, only 8849 cases of the data matrix will be used.Index S2B_1 Frequency Pct Cumulated Pct-----------------------------------------------1 1 3927.00 44.38 3927.00 44.382 2 4922.00 55.62 8849.00 100.00-----------------------------------------------Sum 8849.00 100.00command �le requests an unweighted frequency distribution of the re-spondent's sex. Part of the output �le (only for the main sample withoutethnic minorities) is shown in Box 3.12. Now, to calculate a weighted

17Box 3.13 Command �le fwl4a.cfarcd = fwl2.des; archive description fileisel = IDENT[1]; select main sample without ethnic minoritiesIDENT <1>[2.0] = A:IDENT ; (1) main/boost identifierWEIGHT <8>[8.3] = A:WEIGHT ; (1) main sample weightsMWEIGHT<8>[8.3] = A:MWEIGHT; (1) ethnic minority sample weightsS2B_1 <1>[2.0] = A:S2B_1 ; (1) person 1: sexcwt = WEIGHT; define case weightsdstat; simple descriptive statisticsfreq = S2B_1; distribution of SEXBox 3.14 Output of command �le fwl4a.cfExecuting command: cwt=WEIGHTSum of weights: 37144.1150Executing command: freq=S2B_1Using case weights defined by: WEIGHTIndex S2B_1 Frequency Pct Cumulated Pct-----------------------------------------------1 1 18571.13 50.00 18571.13 50.002 2 18572.99 50.00 37144.11 100.00-----------------------------------------------Sum 37144.11 100.00frequency distribution, one has to use the WEIGHT variable. This is shownin command �le fwl4a.cf shown in Box 3.13. Part of the output of us-ing this command �le is shown in Box 3.14. The frequency distributionis now weighted, the sum of weights is 37144.115.10
10 Interpretation is limited by the fact that there is currently no information abouthow the weights have been created.



184 Respondent's Event MatrixThe FWL raw data �le contains two types of event history data: anevent matrix and a job grid , both for respondents and (if present) theirpartners. This section describes a data �le that contains the event matrixinformation for respondents.Box 4.1 Variables in data �le fwl2b.datName Columns-----------------------------------------1 REID 1 - 8 Respondent's ID2 RENE 10 - 12 Number of events3 REEC 14 - 16 Event (record) count4 REIDENT 18 Subsample identifier5 RESEX 20 Sex (1 men, 2 women)6 REBY 22 - 23 Birth year7 REBM 25 - 26 Birth month8 REIY 28 - 29 Interview year9 REIM 31 - 32 Interview month10 REY 34 - 35 Date of event: year11 REM 37 - 38 Date of event: month12 REER 40 Error code for REM13 RETYP 42 - 43 Type of event14 RETYP1 45 Subtype of event15 RETYP2 47 - 48 First/second event or number of child4.1 The Event Data FileThe idea is to create a new data �le where each event from the respon-dent's event matrix is recorded in a separate record. The data �le willbe called fwl2b.dat. As shown in Box 4.1, the data �le will contain 15variables. The type of event is described by three variables. Basic infor-mation is in variables RETYP and RETYP1 as de�ned in Box 4.2. VariableRETYP2 contains additional information:1. Information for events of type 4 (training), type 5 (other), and type 6(bene�ts) should occur in pairs, one event should refer to the begin-ning, a second one should refer to the end of a period of the speci�edstate. This is recorded in variable RETYP2. A value of 1 means thatthe event refers to the beginning, a value of 2 means that the eventrefers to the end of the period.

19Box 4.2 Values of RETYP and RETYP1 variablesRETYP RETYP1--------------------------------------------1 1 Cohabitation C: cohabitation2 M: marriage3 D: divorce4 W: widowed5 S: separated6 I: independent/single2 1 Children B: birth of a child2 S: still born3 D: death of child4 L: child left home5 R: child returned home6 A: adopted child7 P: step child3 1 Work W: any paid work2 U: unemployed and looking for work3 N: not working4 1 Education S: school2 C: college3 U: university/polytechnic4 G: government training scheme5 T: other training scheme6 O: open university5 1 Other V: voluntary work2 D: disability3 C: caring for adults4 H: stayed at home5 E: entered country for first time6 P: prison7 I: institutionalised8 N: national service9 A: abroad6 1 Benefits A: unemployment benefit2 B: income support3 C: child benefit / one parent benefit4 D: family credit5 E: housing benefit6 F: sickness and disability benefits7 G: invalid care allowance8 H: retirement pension9 J: widows benefit0 K: other state benefits



20Box 4.3 Records in data �le fwl2b.dat for �rst two respondents10011 17 1 1 1 68 10 95 1 84 10 0 1 6 010011 17 2 1 1 68 10 95 1 84 10 0 3 3 010011 17 3 1 1 68 10 95 1 84 10 0 4 1 110011 17 4 1 1 68 10 95 1 86 7 0 4 1 210011 17 5 1 1 68 10 95 1 86 7 0 5 9 110011 17 6 1 1 68 10 95 1 87 7 0 3 1 010011 17 9 1 1 68 10 95 1 87 7 0 5 9 210011 17 7 1 1 68 10 95 1 87 10 0 3 3 010011 17 8 1 1 68 10 95 1 87 10 0 4 3 110011 17 10 1 1 68 10 95 1 88 8 0 3 1 010011 17 11 1 1 68 10 95 1 88 9 0 3 3 010011 17 12 1 1 68 10 95 1 89 8 0 3 1 010011 17 13 1 1 68 10 95 1 89 9 0 3 3 010011 17 15 1 1 68 10 95 1 93 6 0 4 3 210011 17 16 1 1 68 10 95 1 93 6 0 5 9 110011 17 14 1 1 68 10 95 1 93 8 0 3 1 010011 17 17 1 1 68 10 95 1 93 8 0 5 9 210101 15 1 1 2 72 2 95 1 88 2 0 1 6 010101 15 2 1 2 72 2 95 1 88 2 0 3 3 010101 15 3 1 2 72 2 95 1 88 2 0 4 1 110101 15 4 1 2 72 2 95 1 90 7 0 3 1 010101 15 6 1 2 72 2 95 1 90 7 0 4 1 210101 15 5 1 2 72 2 95 1 90 9 0 3 3 010101 15 7 1 2 72 2 95 1 90 9 0 4 2 110101 15 8 1 2 72 2 95 1 91 7 0 3 1 010101 15 10 1 2 72 2 95 1 91 7 0 4 2 210101 15 9 1 2 72 2 95 1 91 10 0 3 3 010101 15 11 1 2 72 2 95 1 91 10 0 4 3 110101 15 13 1 2 72 2 95 1 94 7 0 4 3 210101 15 14 1 2 72 2 95 1 94 7 0 6 1 110101 15 12 1 2 72 2 95 1 94 8 0 3 1 010101 15 15 1 2 72 2 95 1 94 8 0 6 1 2One should note, however, that there are a lot of cases without amatching event that closes the period (5166 cases for events of type4, 3655 cases for events of type 5, and 8853 cases for events of type6). Of course, some of these cases can be due to right censoring.112. In case of type 2 events (children), the variable RETYP2 is used to num-ber the children. Note that this information is taken from the rawdata �le and may contain missing values (coded as -1). The Instruc-tion Manual for the FWL Pilot Study says the following about thistopic: "To be able to identify the children they should be numbered11 Unfortunately it is not possible to decide whether the missing of matching eventsis due to censoring or to data errors.

21Box 4.4 Information about REER in data �le fwl2b.datREER Events Description---------------------------------------------------------------0 154353 month given in range 1 - 121 7873 event month changed from 0 to 7 (don't know)2 410 event month changed from 13 to 12 (winter)3 517 event month changed from 14 to 3 (spring)4 734 event month changed from 15 to 7 (summer)5 408 event month changed from 16 to 10 (autumn)in the box that is attached to the larger box, as in when the �rst childis born it should be B1, second child B2 and so on, therefore whenchild two leaves home it is L2 and when they return again it is R2,we can then calculate their age and so on.\The data �le fwl2b.dat contains 164,295 records for 11117 respondents(120 respondents do not have any valid entries and are excluded). Thesize of the data �le is 8,050,455 bytes. For each respondent there is avariable number of records depending on the number of events. Therecords are ordered in ascending order with respect to the variables REY(year of event), REM (month of event), and RETYP (type of event). Therange of variable RENE (the number of events per respondent) is 1 { 100.Box 4.3 shows the records for the �rst two respondents. The �rst respon-dent (REID = 10011) has 17 records (events). The �rst event has type(1,6), that is, independent/single, recorded for date 10/84 (16th birth-day). At the same date, we have the events (3,3), that is, not working,and (4,1), that is, visiting school. The last event should occur twice and,in fact, it does. The same event (4,1) occurs at 7/86 with RETYP2 = 2,meaning that the period of visiting school ends in July, 1986. At thesame time we �nd the event (5,9) (going abroad); the period of beingabroad is until 7/86 when the same event occurs with RETYP2 = 2. Atthe same time we �nd the event (3,1), that is, beginning paid work. Andso on. The �nal events are recorded for 8/93. There are, in fact, twoevents: coming back from abroad (5,9) and beginning paid work (3,1).Note that we sometimes do not know the exact month of an event. Inthese cases the raw data �le contains codes for approximate dates indi-cating, for instance, that an event happened in spring or in winter. Forthe data �le fwl2b.dat we have changed this and substituted "exact\dates. However, an additional variable, REER, is used to record thesechanges as shown in Box 4.4.



22Box 4.5 Additional variables for data �le fwl2b.datName FN Offset Width Label------------------------------------------REID 2 0 8 Respondent's IDRENE 2 9 3 Number of eventsREEC 2 13 3 Event (record) countREIDENT 2 17 1 Subsample identifierRESEX 2 19 1 Sex (1 men, 2 women)REBY 2 21 2 Birth yearREBM 2 24 2 Birth monthREIY 2 27 2 Interview yearREIM 2 30 2 Interview monthREY 2 33 2 Date of event: yearREM 2 36 2 Date of event: monthREER 2 39 1 Error code for REMRETYP 2 41 2 Type of eventRETYP1 2 44 1 Subtype of eventRETYP2 2 46 2 First/second event or number of childBox 4.6 New version of the archive description �le (fwl2.des)# archive description file for fwl2.zoofwl2.zoo1 fwl2a.dat 1 10500 11237 16032 fwl2b.dat 1 49 164295 1599 fwl2.var 2 0 6526 04.2 Updating the ArchiveIn order to put the new data �le, fwl2b.dat, into the data archive,fwl2.zoo, the command is simplyzoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2b.datThis command puts the compressed �le fwl2b.dat into the already ex-isting archive fwl2.zoo. In addition, one has to update the variabledescription �le. This is simply done by appending the list of new vari-ables (see Box 4.5) to the end of the already existing variable description�le fwl2.var. Note that we have used the logical �le number 2 for thenew data �le.

23Box 4.7 Command �le fwl7.cfarcd = fwl2.des;RESEX <1>[2.0] = A:RESEX ; (2) Sex (1 men, 2 women)REBY <1>[2.0] = A:REBY ; (2) Birth yearREBM <1>[2.0] = A:REBM ; (2) Birth monthREIY <1>[2.0] = A:REIY ; (2) Interview yearREIM <1>[2.0] = A:REIM ; (2) Interview monthREY <1>[2.0] = A:REY ; (2) Date of event: yearREM <1>[2.0] = A:REM ; (2) Date of event: monthREER <1>[2.0] = A:REER ; (2) Error code for REMRETYP <1>[2.0] = A:RETYP ; (2) Type of eventRETYP1 <1>[2.0] = A:RETYP1 ; (2) Subtype of eventRETYP2 <1>[2.0] = A:RETYP2 ; (2) First/second event or # of childdstat;freq1 = REBY,REBM,RETYP2,REER;Box 4.8 Information about variables in fwl2b.datVariable Minimum Maximum Mean Std.Dev.----------------------------------------------------RESEX 1.0000 2.0000 1.5798 0.4936REBY -1.0000 78.0000 50.6314 14.2857REBM -1.0000 12.0000 6.4727 3.4492REIY 94.0000 95.0000 94.1776 0.3821REIM 1.0000 12.0000 7.5705 2.9328REY 38.0000 95.0000 77.7186 13.1526REM 1.0000 12.0000 6.6340 3.1053REER 0.0000 5.0000 0.0926 0.4596RETYP 1.0000 6.0000 3.3525 1.5950RETYP1 1.0000 9.0000 2.7589 2.0083RETYP2 -1.0000 13.0000 0.9053 0.9995In addition, we have to update the archive description �le, fwl2.des, byadding one line describing the new data �le. The updated description�le is shown in Box 4.6.Finally, the new archive can be checked with the TDA commandtda arcd=fwl2.des arccExample: Descriptive statistics. To illustrate using the new data�le, we begin with a small example to get basic descriptive informationabout the new variables. The command is fwl7.cf shown in Box 4.7.The dstat command provides this information, the freq1 commandadditionally provides frequency distributions of the variables given on



24Box 4.9 Illustration of event history dataID SN ORG DES TS TF TS1 TF1-----------------------------------1 1 1 2 0 20 0 201 2 2 3 20 50 0 301 3 3 3 50 75 0 252 1 2 1 0 30 0 302 2 1 1 30 70 0 40the right-hand side. Box 4.8 shows the result of the dstat command.As already noted, there are some missing values (-1) for the respondent'sbirth date and for the RETYP2 variable.4.3 Event History DataIn an event history data �le there is (normally) one record for eachepisode. The information required depends on whether there is single ormulti-episode data.In a set of single episode data, each episode is su�ciently described by:an origin state (ORG), that is, the state entered when the episode begins,and a destination state (DES), that is, the state entered when the currentepisode ends; and a starting time (TS) and ending time (TF) to recordwhen the episode begins and ends. If an episode is right censored, thenthe destination state equals the origin state, and the ending time is thetime when the episode becomes right censored.12In a set of multi-episode data each individual can contribute a sequenceof episodes, so we need two more pieces of information: an identi�cationnumber (ID) showing to which individual the episode belongs, and a spellnumber (SN) to count the episodes and provide a temporal ordering.Box 4.9 illustrates multi-episode data. There are two individuals, the�rst with three, the second with two episodes. The process time axisbegins at time zero, and in both cases it is assumed that the last episodeis right censored. Note that one can regard the same data as a set ofsingle episode data by just ignoring the ID and SN information.How to de�ne the time axis depends on the model to analyse the data.In TDA it is required that the starting time of each episode is not less12 There is no speci�c convention to code left censored data.

25Box 4.10 Command �le fwl8.cf to create episode dataarcd = fwl2.des; archive description filedblock(110) = REID; define block mode# select records with valid birth year,# and with a marriage event or the first eventisel = gt(REBY,0) . REBM[1,,12] .((RETYP[1] . RETYP1[2]) + REEC[1]);REID <8>[8.0] = A:REID ; (2) Respondent's IDREEC <2>[3.0] = A:REEC ; (2) Event (record) countREBY <1>[2.0] = A:REBY ; (2) Birth yearREBM <1>[2.0] = A:REBM ; (2) Birth monthREIY <1>[2.0] = A:REIY ; (2) Interview yearREIM <1>[2.0] = A:REIM ; (2) Interview monthREY <1>[2.0] = A:REY ; (2) Date of event: yearREM <1>[2.0] = A:REM ; (2) Date of event: monthRETYP <1>[2.0] = A:RETYP ; (2) Type of eventRETYP1 <1>[2.0] = A:RETYP1 ; (2) Subtype of eventMARR [1.0] = RETYP[1] . RETYP1[2]; dummy for marriage eventsMARRN = grec(MARR);MARRCNT = if MARR then MARRN else 0; count marriages# select all cases with first marriage or right censoredSEL = eq(MARRCNT,1) + eq(bnrec,1);vsel = SEL;BDate [4.0] = REBY * 12 + REBM; birth date in century monthsIDate [4.0] = REIY * 12 + REIM; interview date in century monthsXDate [4.0] = REY * 12 + REM; date for marriage or other event# now we have the date for first marriage, or the interview date if# the spell is right censored.EDate [4.0] = if MARR then XDate else IDate;# duration in month from 16th birth day to marriage or interviewDUR [4.0] = EDate - BDate - 16 * 12;keep = REID,MARR,DUR;pdata = t8.dat; write data to output file t8.datdtda = t8.tda; TDA description of output filethan zero, and that each episode has a positive duration.13 There is,13 Note that duration is always calculated as the di�erence between starting andending time.



26Box 4.11 Command �le fwl8a.cf for product-limit estimationdfile = t8.dat; data filenoc = 11060; max number of recordsisel = gt(c3,0); input selectID <5> [8.0] = c1; definition of variablesDES [2.0] = c2;TF [4.0] = c3;org = 0; definition of episode datades = DES;ts = 0;tf = TF;ple = ple.8a; request product-limit estimationhowever, an important additional assumption when estimating modelsfor event history data: it is assumed, then, that each episode is de�nedon a process time axis that begins with time zero. Or put otherwise: ifthe starting time of an episode is greater than zero, it is assumed thatthe episode is left truncated up to the given starting time.Example 1: Duration until �rst marriage. To illustrate how tocreate event history data based on the data �le fwl2b.dat, we takeas an example the duration until the �rst marriage. We proceed in twosteps. In a �rst step, we create an data �le containing for each individuala single episode. In a second step we use this data �le to estimate asurvivor function for duration until �rst marriage.Creating the episode data �le is done with command �le fwl8.cf shownin Box 4.10.The output data �le is t8.dat. It contains one episode for each individ-ual, described by three variables: REID is the identi�cation number forthe individuals; MARR is an indicator variable with value 1 if there was a�rst marriage until the interview data, and value 0 otherwise; and DURis the duration in months, measured from the individual's 16th birthdayuntil �rst marriage or, if there was no marriage, until the interview date.The data �le contains 11094 records. 23 individuals have been excludedbecause there is no valid birth data.Having create the episode data �le, we use command �le fwl8a.cf (Box4.11) for product-limit estimation of a survivor function. The data �lecontains 77 episodes with a negative or zero duration that must be ex-

27Box 4.12 Command �le fwl8b.cf to plot the survivor functiondfile = ple.8a; data file with PL estimatesT = c3; time axisS = c7; survivor functionT1 = 16 + T / 12; age in yearspostscript = fwl8b.ps; PostScript output filepxlen = 100; size of plotpylen = 55;pxa(5,5) = 15,45; logical X axispya(0.5,5) = 0,1; logical Y axispyfmt = 3.1;plot = T1,S; plot T1 vs. Scluded. The table containing the estimates for the survivor function iswritten into a new output �le, ple.8a. Since this table is fairly long,we do not document it here. Instead we present a plot of the survivorfunction, created with command �le fwl8b.cf shown in Box 4.12.Example 2: Adding variables. We now want to add informationabout respondent's sex to the data �le t8.dat created in example 1.This information is in the cross-sectional data �le fwl2a.dat, so wehave to merge data. How this can be accomplished with TDA is shown
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Figure 4.1 Survivor function for duration until �rst marriage, duration mea-sured in months from 16th birthday. X axis: age (in years).



28Box 4.13 Example command �le fwl9.cf to merge datasection; first section to get event datathis is identical to command file fwl8.cf exceptfor the commands to write the output data file.section; second section to add variables# first we define the additional variablesPID <8>[8.0] = A:PID ; (1) respondent's identification numberS2B_1 <1>[2.0] = A:S2B_1 ; (1) person 1: sexmatch = PID,REID; this command shows how to merge the new data; to the already existing data matrixsection; third section to write selected variables into output filekeep = REID,MARR,DUR,S2B_1;pdata = t9.dat; write data to output file t8.datdtda = t9.tda; TDA description of output filein the example command �le fwl9.cf (Box 4.13). Since merging datahas to be done in separate sections of a command �le, we now have threesections. The �rst section is identical to command �le fwl8.cf used inexample 1, except for the command to write the output �le. At the endof this section we have a data matrix containing all variables de�ned inthat section.Then comes a second section where we de�ne additional variables. Sincethese additional variables have to be retrieved from another data �le(fwl2a.dat) one has to specify how to merge these new variables to thealready existing data matrix. This is done with the commandmatch = PID,REID;meaning that records should correspond where PID (one of the new vari-ables) is equal to REID (one of the already existing variables).Finally, there is a third section to write the output data �le, t9.dat,now containing S2B 1 (respondent's sex) as an additional variable.

295 Information about PartnersA speci�c feature of the FWL survey is that it contains information aboutthe respondent's partners. There are four pieces of information.1. Basic information to record whether the respondent currently has apartner is in the cross-sectional data �le fwl2a.dat. Most importantare the variables for the partner's date of birth and his/her relation-ship to the respondent.2. Information about the current situation of partners is in module Qof the questionnaire. The corresponding variables are in the maincross-sectional data �le (fwl2a.dat).3. In addition there is an event matrix for the partners. It is similarto the respondent's event matrix but the amount of information issomewhat reduced (concerning only the categories: work , training andeducation, other , and state bene�ts). This will be further discussedin Section 6.4. Finally, there is also a job grid for the partners. This will be discussedin Section 8.Basic InformationBasic information about whether a respondent currently has a partneris in variables S1BY, S1BM, and S1BD (birth date of partner: year, month,and day) and in variable S5 2 (relationship of partner to respondent).To check this information we use command �le fwl10.cf shown in Box5.1.We de�ne two indicator variables: I1 has value 1 if there is a positiveyear in S1BY, and I2 has value 1 if variable S5 2 has value 1, that is,if the second person in the respondent's household (that should be thepartner, if any) is the respondent's husband, wife, or partner. The re-sult of cross-tabulating these two indicator variables (requested with thefreq command) is shown in Box 5.2. There are, obviously, some in-consistencies. 79 respondents have a partner (I2 = 1) but there is noinformation about the partner's year of birth. On the other hand, 109respondents have identi�ed a partner by giving his/her year of birth, but{ quite possible { these partners are not part of the respondent's currenthousehold.



30Box 5.1 Command �le fwl10.cfarcd = fwl2.des;PID <8>[8.0] = A:PID ; (1) respondent's identification numberS1BY <2>[4.0] = A:S1BY ; (1) partner's date of birth: yearS5_2 <1>[2.0] = A:S5_2 ; (1) person 2: relationship to respondentI1 = gt(S1BY,0); indicator for partner's birth yearI2 = S5_2[1]; indicator for second person in household# relationship to resp: husband, wife, or partnerfreq2 = I1,I2; cross tabulationBox 5.2 Cross-tabulation of I1 and I2 de�ned in fwl10.cfIndex I1 I2 Frequency Pct Cumulated Pct-------------------------------------------------1 0 0 4462.00 39.71 4462.00 39.712 0 1 79.00 0.70 4541.00 40.413 1 0 109.00 0.97 4650.00 41.384 1 1 6587.00 58.62 11237.00 100.00-------------------------------------------------Sum 11237.00 100.00

316 Partner's Event MatrixThis section describes the event matrix data for partners. In basicallythe same way as done in Section 4, we create a new data �le, fwl2c.dat,containing the event matrix information for partners. Then this data �lewill be added to our archive, fwl2.zoo, and we illustrate how to use thedata �le with some examples.Box 6.1 Variables in data �le fwl2c.datName Columns-----------------------------------------1 PEID 1 - 8 Respondent's ID2 PENE 10 - 12 Number of events3 PEEC 14 - 16 Event (record) count4 PEIDENT 18 Subsample identifier5 PESEX 20 - 21 Partner's sex (1 men, 2 women)6 PEBY 23 - 26 Partner's birth year7 PEBM 28 - 29 Partner's birth month8 PEIY 31 - 32 Interview year9 PEIM 34 - 35 Interview month10 PEY 37 - 38 Date of event: year11 PEM 40 - 41 Date of event: month12 PEER 43 Error code for PEM13 PETYP 45 - 46 Type of event14 PETYP1 48 Subtype of event15 PETYP2 50 - 51 First/second eventInformation about partner's event matrix is contained in the raw data�le in records of type 66. The coding is identical to the event matrixfor respondents, but there is less information. There is no informationabout cohabitation events and children. The recorded events, and therenumerical codes, are shown in Box 6.2.The variables contained in fwl2c.dat are shown in Box 6.1. Comparingthis list of variables to the variables in respondent's event matrix data�le (see Box 6.1), one should note:1. PEID is the respondent's identi�cation number; there is no separateidenti�cation number for partners. (This is, of course, the correctvariable to merge data from separate �les.)2. PESEX is now the partner's sex and is identical to S2B 2 in the cross-sectional data �le. The variable now occupies 2 columns because thereare some missing values coded as -1.



32Box 6.2 Values of RETYP and RETYP1 variables in fwl2c.datRETYP RETYP1--------------------------------------------3 1 Work W: any paid work2 U: unemployed and looking for work3 N: not working4 1 Education S: school2 C: college3 U: university/polytechnic4 G: government training scheme5 T: other training scheme6 O: open university5 1 Other V: voluntary work2 D: disability3 C: caring for adults4 H: stayed at home5 E: entered country for first time6 P: prison7 I: institutionalised8 N: national service9 A: abroad6 1 Benefits A: unemployment benefit2 B: income support3 C: child benefit / one parent benefit4 D: family credit5 E: housing benefit6 F: sickness and disability benefits7 G: invalid care allowance8 H: retirement pension9 J: widows benefit0 K: other state benefits3. PEBY and PEBM are the partner's birth year and birth month, respec-tively, and are identical to the variables S1BY and S1BM in the cross-sectional data �le. Note that the birth year in PEBY is given as 4digits. (While the questionnaire selects respondents with age, at in-terview time, from 16 to 69, there may be quite di�erent birth yearsfor partners.)4. All other variables have identical meaning as for the respondent'sevent matrix �le.The partner's event matrix �le, fwl2c.dat, contains the informationtaken from all records of type 066 in the raw data �le. The �le contains

33Box 6.3 Additional variables for data �le fwl2c.datName FN Offset Width Label------------------------------------------PEID 3 0 8 Respondent's IDPENE 3 9 3 Number of eventsPEEC 3 13 3 Event (record) countPEIDENT 3 17 1 Subsample identifierPESEX 3 19 2 Partner's sex (1 men, 2 women)PEBY 3 22 4 Partner's birth yearPEBM 3 27 2 Partner's birth monthPEIY 3 30 2 Interview yearPEIM 3 33 2 Interview monthPEY 3 36 2 Date of event: yearPEM 3 39 2 Date of event: monthPEER 3 42 1 Error code for PEMPETYP 3 44 2 Type of eventPETYP1 3 47 1 Subtype of eventPETYP2 3 49 2 First/second eventBox 6.4 New version of the archive description �le (fwl2des)# archive description file for fwl2.zoofwl2.zoo1 fwl2a.dat 1 10500 11237 16032 fwl2b.dat 1 49 164295 153 fwl2c.dat 1 52 21599 1599 fwl2.var 2 0 6543 021599 records (events) for 4233 persons. So the number of partners withat least one event is 4233. Comparing this to the number of partnersfound in Section 5, we �nd that we do not have event matrix entries forabout 36% of the partners.14Updating the ArchiveIn order to put the new data �le, fwl2c.dat, into the data archive,fwl2.zoo, the command is simplyzoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2c.datThis command puts the compressed �le fwl2c.dat into the already ex-isting archive fwl2.zoo. In addition, one has to update the variable14 As shown in Box 5.2, there are at least 6587 respondents with a partner.



34Box 6.5 Command �le fwl12.cfarcd = fwl2.des;PENE <2>[3.0] = A:PENE ; (3) Number of eventsPEIDENT<1>[2.0] = A:PEIDENT; (3) Subsample identifierPESEX <1>[2.0] = A:PESEX ; (3) Partner's sex (1 men, 2 women)PEBY <2>[4.0] = A:PEBY ; (3) Partner's birth yearPEBM <1>[2.0] = A:PEBM ; (3) Partner's birth monthPEIY <1>[2.0] = A:PEIY ; (3) Interview yearPEIM <1>[2.0] = A:PEIM ; (3) Interview monthPEY <1>[2.0] = A:PEY ; (3) Date of event: yearPEM <1>[2.0] = A:PEM ; (3) Date of event: monthPEER <1>[2.0] = A:PEER ; (3) Error code for PEMPETYP <1>[2.0] = A:PETYP ; (3) Type of eventPETYP1 <1>[2.0] = A:PETYP1 ; (3) Subtype of eventPETYP2 <1>[2.0] = A:PETYP2 ; (3) First/second eventdstat;freq1 = PESEX,PEBY,PEBM,PETYP2,PEER;description �le. This is simply done by appending the list of new vari-ables (see Box 6.3) to the end of the already existing variable description�le fwl2.var. Note that we have used the logical �le number 3 for thenew data �le.In addition, we have to update the archive description �le, fwl2des, byadding one line describing the new data �le. The updated description�le is shown in Box 6.4.Finally, the new archive can be checked with the TDA commandtda arcd=fwl2.des arccExample 1: Descriptive statistics. To illustrate using the new data�le, we begin with a small example to get basic descriptive informationabout the new variables. The command is fwl12.cf shown in Box 6.5.The dstat command provides this information, the freq1 commandadditionally provides frequency distributions of the variables given onthe right-hand side. Box 6.6 shows the result of the dstat command.As already noted, there are some missing values. 17 partners do nothave a valid sex information, for 181 partners the birth year is missing(range is 1910 { 1979), and for 52 partners the birth month is missing.

35Box 6.6 Information about variables in fwl2c.datVariable Minimum Maximum Mean Std.Dev.----------------------------------------------------PENE 1.0000 46.0000 8.8616 6.2334PEIDENT 1.0000 3.0000 1.1923 0.4419PESEX -1.0000 2.0000 1.5845 0.4976PEBY -1.0000 1979.0000 1931.4006 178.1536PEBM -1.0000 12.0000 6.2761 3.4719PEIY 94.0000 95.0000 94.1444 0.3515PEIM 1.0000 12.0000 7.7201 2.8168PEY 40.0000 95.0000 81.3636 11.3673PEM 1.0000 12.0000 6.5819 3.2281PEER 0.0000 5.0000 0.0801 0.4432PETYP 3.0000 6.0000 4.0851 1.2372PETYP1 1.0000 9.0000 2.7258 1.9240PETYP2 0.0000 2.0000 0.6448 0.7423



367 Respondent's Job GridThe respondent's job grid provides detailed information about the episo-des identi�ed by the work category in the event matrix. The informationis contained in records of type 64, 70, and 71 of the raw data �le. Thissection describes how we have constructed an event history data �lecontaining the job grid information.7.1 The Job History Data FileThe event history data �le constructed from the respondent's job griddata will be called fwl2d.dat. It contains two types of variables: basicvariables and additional variables. The basic variables, shown in BoxBox 7.1 Basic variables in the respondent's job grid data �le fwl2d.datName Columns Description-----------------------------------------------------1 RJID 1 - 8 Respondent's ID2 RJNREC 10 - 11 Number of records3 RJRECN 13 - 14 Record number (1,...,RJNREC)4 RJNEP 16 - 17 Number of episodes5 RJEPN 19 - 20 Episode number (1,...,RJNEP)6 RJORG 22 Origin state1 unemployed2 not working3 working but no job grid information4 working, one employer5 working, self employed6 working with various employers7 RJDES 24 - 25 Destination state8 RJTSY 27 - 28 Starting time of episode: year9 RJTSM 30 - 31 Starting time of episode: month10 RJTSE 33 Starting time of episode: error flag11 RJTFY 35 - 36 Ending time of episode: year12 RJTFM 38 - 39 Ending time of episode: month13 RJTFE 41 Ending time of episode: error flag14 RJNEP1 43 - 44 Number of subepisodes15 RJEPN1 46 - 47 Subepisode number (1,...,RJNSEP)16 RJTSY1 49 - 50 Starting time of subepisode: year17 RJTSM1 52 - 53 Starting time of subepisode: month18 RJTSE1 55 Starting time of subepisode: error flag19 RJTFY1 57 - 58 Ending time of subepisode: year20 RJTFM1 60 - 61 Ending time of subepisode: month21 RJTFE1 63 Ending time of subepisode: error flag

37Box 7.2 Some records in fwl2d.dat with basic variables (Box 7.1)10011 8 1 8 1 2 4 84 10 0 87 6 0 1 1 84 10 0 87 6 010011 8 2 8 2 4 2 87 7 0 87 10 0 1 1 87 7 0 87 10 010011 8 3 8 3 2 4 87 11 0 88 7 0 1 1 87 11 0 88 7 010011 8 4 8 4 4 2 88 8 0 88 9 0 1 1 88 8 0 88 9 010011 8 5 8 5 2 4 88 10 0 89 7 0 1 1 88 10 0 89 7 010011 8 6 8 6 4 2 89 8 0 89 9 0 1 1 89 8 0 89 9 010011 8 7 8 7 2 4 89 10 0 93 7 0 1 1 89 10 0 93 7 010011 8 8 8 8 4 4 93 8 0 95 1 0 1 1 93 8 0 95 1 0------------------------------------------------------------10101 6 1 6 1 2 4 88 2 0 90 6 0 1 1 88 2 0 90 6 010101 6 2 6 2 4 2 90 7 0 90 9 0 1 1 90 7 0 90 9 010101 6 3 6 3 2 4 90 10 0 91 6 0 1 1 90 10 0 91 6 010101 6 4 6 4 4 2 91 7 0 91 10 0 1 1 91 7 0 91 10 010101 6 5 6 5 2 4 91 11 0 94 7 0 1 1 91 11 0 94 7 010101 6 6 6 6 4 4 94 8 0 95 1 0 1 1 94 8 0 95 1 0------------------------------------------------------------40211 7 1 5 1 2 4 77 9 0 77 12 0 1 1 77 9 0 77 12 040211 7 2 5 2 4 4 78 1 0 82 1 0 3 1 78 1 0 80 1 040211 7 3 5 2 4 4 78 1 0 82 1 0 3 2 80 1 0 81 10 040211 7 4 5 2 4 4 78 1 0 82 1 0 3 3 81 10 0 82 1 040211 7 5 5 3 4 4 82 1 0 84 5 0 1 1 82 1 0 84 5 040211 7 6 5 4 4 2 84 5 0 87 8 0 1 1 84 5 0 87 8 040211 7 7 5 5 2 2 87 9 0 95 1 0 1 1 87 9 0 95 1 0------------------------------------------------------------50591 11 1 7 1 4 4 63 7 0 63 9 0 1 1 63 7 0 63 9 050591 11 2 7 2 4 4 63 9 0 65 11 0 1 1 63 9 0 65 11 050591 11 3 7 3 4 4 65 11 0 66 2 0 1 1 65 11 0 66 2 050591 11 4 7 4 4 1 66 2 0 66 7 0 1 1 66 2 0 66 7 050591 11 5 7 5 1 4 66 8 0 66 9 0 1 1 66 8 0 66 9 050591 11 6 7 6 4 2 66 10 0 92 10 0 5 1 66 10 0 69 12 050591 11 7 7 6 4 2 66 10 0 92 10 0 5 2 69 12 0 80 7 150591 11 8 7 6 4 2 66 10 0 92 10 0 5 3 80 7 1 80 7 150591 11 9 7 6 4 2 66 10 0 92 10 0 5 4 80 7 1 85 7 150591 11 10 7 6 4 2 66 10 0 92 10 0 5 5 85 7 1 92 10 050591 11 11 7 7 2 2 92 11 0 94 9 0 1 1 92 11 0 94 9 07.1, represent the structure of the data �le and will be discussed �rst.To support this discussion, Box 7.2 shows values of the basic variablesfor some (selected) respondents.1. The data �le is organized according to the respondent's ID, given invariable RJID. For each respondent (with at least one valid job gridentry) there is a variable number of records. The number of records isgiven by variable RJNREC; variable RJRECN provides a sequence numberfor the records.



382. Variable RJNEP provides the number of episodes, and RJEPN gives asequence number for the episodes. Note that the number of episodescan be less than the number of records (RJNREC) because an episodemay consist of subepisodes.3. Episodes have one of the origin states described in Box 7.1 and pro-vided by variable RJORG. All episodes correspond to an entry in therespondent's event matrix. Episodes with origin state 1 (unemployed),2 (not working), and 3 (working, but no job grid entry) are taken di-rectly from the event matrix. Episodes with origin state 4, 5, or 6,should also correspond to event matrix entries but are di�erentiatedby the job grid information.4. Variable RJDES provides the destination state of an episode and iscalculated as follows. For the last episode, the destination state equalsthe origin state since the episode is right censored. For all otherepisodes the destination state is ORGN or ORGN + 10 where ORGN isthe origin state of the following episode. It is ORGN if the startingtime of the following episode is less than or equal to the ending timeof the current episode plus one month; otherwise, to ag a transitioninto an unknown destination state, it is ORGN + 10.5. Variables RJTSY and RJTSM provide the year and month for the start-ing time of the episode, and RJTFY and RJTFM provide the endingtime. RJTSE and RJTFE provide error ags for the dates and will beexplained below.6. As noted, episodes may consist of subepisodes; see for instance therespondent with ID 40211. In this example, the second episode con-sists of three subepisodes identi�ed by variables RJNEP1 and RJEPN1.Subepisodes are changes in an employment relation during a mainepisode. Of course, they can only occur if the origin state of the mainepisode is 4, 5, or 6.Starting and ending times. As to be expected, starting times for theepisodes and subepisodes are not always given to the correct month andnot always consistent. Here are the steps we have taken to correct forthese problems. First for the main episodes.1. If the year when the episode begins or ends is missing the episode isnot written into the output �le. This has happened in 152 cases.2. Also if the year when the episode begins is greater than the interviewyear, the episode is not written into the output �le. This has happenedin 6 cases.

393. If an ending date has value 99, meaning that the episode is not �nishedup to the interview date, the episode is assumed to be right censoredat the interview date.4. If the month for the starting or ending date of the episode is notexactly given, it is substituted by values according to Box 4.4 and thisis recorded in the error variables RJTSE, RJTFE, RJTSE1, and RJTFE1.5. If the ending date of the episode is greater than the interview dateit is substituted by the interview date. The error ags get then thevalue 6. This has happened in 75 cases.6. If the ending time is less than the starting time of an episode, bothdates have been exchanged and the error ags, for both the startingand ending times, get the value 7. This happened in 13 cases.Additional covariates. In addition to the basic variables shown in Box7.1, data �le fwl2d.dat contains additional covariates, most of themtaken from the respondent's job grid. The following list, continuing Box7.1, describes these covariates (with reference to the job grid descriptionin the FWL code book).Name Columns Description---------------------------------------------------------------------22 RJNJOBS 65 - 66 Number of jobs (E3 or V3)If RJORG = 4 then E3If RJORG = 6 then V323 RJSJOBS 68 - 69 Kind of jobs (E4 or V4)If RJORG = 4 and RJNJOBS = 2 then E4If RJORG = 6 then V424 RJRFIN1 71 - 72 First reason for end of job (E7A)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E7A25 RJRFIN2 74 - 75 Second reason for end of job (E7B)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E7B26 RJTUMEM 77 - 78 Trade union member (E8)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E827 RJPENS 80 - 81 Member of pension scheme (E9 or V11)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E9If RJORG = 6 then V11



40Name Columns Description---------------------------------------------------------------------28 RJTRAIN 83 - 84 Training (E10)1 = on the job training2 = off the job training3 = both, on and off the job training4 = DK5 = NA29 RJTRAIND 86 - 87 Duration of training1 = any over a month2 = any less than a month3 = DK4 = NA30 RJSOC 89 - 91 Type of occupation (E14 SOC)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E14 SOC31 RJSEG 93 - 94 Type of occupation (E14 SEG)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E14 SEG32 RJSOCV1 96 - 97 Type of job if RJORG = 6 (V5-1)33 RJSOCV2 99 - 100 Type of job if RJORG = 6 (V5-2)34 RJSOCV3 102 - 103 Type of job if RJORG = 6 (V5-3)35 RJSOCV4 105 - 106 Type of job if RJORG = 6 (V5-4)36 RJWTIME 108 - 109 Working time (E16 or V6)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E16If RJORG = 6 then V61 = full time2 = part time3 = DK/NA37 RJEMPL 111 - 112 Type of employment (E17 or V8)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E171 = self employed2 = not self employedIf RJORG = 6 then V81 = self employed2 = employed3 = government scheme (trainee)4 = self employed / employed5 = employed / government scheme6 = self employed / government scheme7 = self employed / employed / gov. scheme

41Name Columns Description---------------------------------------------------------------------38 RJEMPLT 114 - 115 Duration of contracts (E18 or V9)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E181 = permanent2 = temporary3 = seasonal4 = DK5 = NAIf RJORG = 6 then V91 = permanent2 = temporary3 = seasonal4 = permanent / temporary5 = temporary / seasonal6 = permanent / seasonal7 = permanent / temporary / seasonal39 RJWORKT1 117 - 118 Type 1 of working (E20 or V10)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E20If RJORG = 6 then V101 = working on employer's premises40 RJWORKT2 120 - 121 Type 2 of working (E20 or V10)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E20If RJORG = 6 then V101 = working home41 RJWORKT3 123 - 124 Type 3 of working (E20 or V10)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E20If RJORG = 6 then V101 = working on own business premises42 RJWORKT4 126 - 127 Type 4 of working (V10)If RJORG = 6 then V101 = other premises43 RJEK0 129 - 130 Description of employment period (V7-0)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (0)1 = period included unemployment44 RJEK1 132 - 133 Description of employment period (V7-1)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (1)2 = period included studying45 RJEK2 135 - 136 Description of employment period (V7-2)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (2)3 = period included being on government program46 RJEK3 138 - 139 Description of employment period (V7-3)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (3)4 = period included not working



42Name Columns Description---------------------------------------------------------------------47 RJEK4 141 - 142 Description of employment period (V7-4)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (4)5 = period included traveling48 RJEK5 144 - 145 Description of employment period (V7-5)If RJORG = 6 then V7 (5)6 = work was continuous49 RJFSIZE 147 - 150 Firm size (E21)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E2150 RJSTAFF 152 - 155 Size of staff (E15)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E1551 RJSIC 157 - 160 Employer's SIC code (E22)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E2252 RJLOC 162 - 163 Employer's location (E23)If RJORG = 4 or 5 then E231 = UK2 = abroad3 = both53 RJSEX 165 - 166 Respondent's sex (1 men, 2 women)54 RJBY 168 - 169 Respondent's birth year55 RJBM 171 - 172 Respondent's birth month56 RJIY 174 - 175 Date of interview: year57 RJIM 177 - 178 Date of interview: monthBasic information about fwl2d.dat. The respondent's job historydata �le, fwl2d.dat, contains 71780 records for 10819 persons. 418respondents (the di�erence to the number of respondents in the raw data�le) do not have job grid entries,15 or their job grid entries have seriouserrors.16 As shown in Box 7.2, the �le is ordered, �rst with respect torespondent's identi�cation numbers, second with respect to the startingtimes of the main episodes. If a main episode splits into subepisodes, theinformation for the main episodes is repeated for each subepisode. Themaximum number of records for each respondent is 43; the maximumnumber of main episodes is 28.15 The �rst two respondents without job grid entries have IDs 41281 and 50391,respectively.16 Note, however, that some of our checks may be false as a consequence of errors inthe interview date.

43Box 7.3 New version of the archive description �le (fwl2.des)# archive description file for fwl2.zoofwl2.zoo1 fwl2a.dat 1 10500 11237 16032 fwl2b.dat 1 49 164295 153 fwl2c.dat 1 52 21599 154 fwl2d.dat 1 179 71780 5799 fwl2.var 2 0 6678 0As explained above, each record of the data �le contains 57 variables.The record length is 178 characters plus one end-of-record character (linefeed). The total size of the �le is 12,848,620 bytes.Updating the archive. Updating our data archive with the new data�le is done in the usual way, already explained in previous sections. First,to put the data �le into the archive, the command is simplyzoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2d.datThis command puts the compressed �le fwl2d.dat into the already ex-isting archive fwl2.zoo. In addition, one has to update the variabledescription �le. This is simply done by appending the list of new vari-ables to the end of the already existing variable description �le fwl2.var.Note that we have used the logical �le number 4 for the new data �le.In addition, we have to update the archive description �le, fwl2.des, byadding one line describing the new data �le. The updated description�le is shown in Box 7.3.Finally, the new archive can be checked with the TDA commandtda arcd=fwl2.des arcc7.2 Description of EpisodesWe now describe the main episodes contained in data �le fwl2d.dat. Inorder to get a description we use command �le fwl15.cf shown in Box7.4. Here is an explanation of the commands.1. The arcd command is used to open the connection to the data archivefwl2.zoo. Note that one has not directly to refer to the archive, butto the archive description �le.



44Box 7.4 Command �le fwl15.cfarcd = fwl2.des; archive description filedblock(50) = RJID; define block modeisel = RJEPN1[1]; select only records where RJEPN1 = 1RJID <8>[8.0] = A:RJID ; (4) Respondent's IDRJORG <1>[1.0] = A:RJORG ; (4) Origin stateRJDES <1>[2.0] = A:RJDES ; (4) Destination stateRJTSY <1>[2.0] = A:RJTSY ; (4) Starting time of episode: yearRJTSM <1>[2.0] = A:RJTSM ; (4) Starting time of episode: monthRJTFY <1>[2.0] = A:RJTFY ; (4) Ending time of episode: yearRJTFM <1>[2.0] = A:RJTFM ; (4) Ending time of episode: monthRJEPN1 <1>[2.0] = A:RJEPN1 ; (4) Subepisode number (1,...,RJNSEP)TS = 12 * RJTSY + RJTSM; starting time in century monthsTF = 12 * RJTFY + RJTFM; ending time in century monthsDUR = TF + 1 - TS; duration# define single episode dataorg = RJORG;des = RJDES;ts = 0;tf = DUR;Box 7.5-1 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 1.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 1 1059 1059.00 41.86 0.00 446.001 1 2 331 331.00 19.70 0.00 156.001 1 3 123 123.00 14.85 0.00 169.001 1 4 2608 2608.00 12.62 0.00 308.001 1 5 175 175.00 13.81 0.00 98.001 1 6 144 144.00 14.11 0.00 205.001 1 11 60 60.00 11.52 0.00 62.001 1 12 18 18.00 5.94 0.00 17.001 1 13 3 3.00 6.00 0.00 11.001 1 14 21 21.00 9.33 0.00 55.001 1 15 2 2.00 4.50 0.00 6.002. The dblock command is used then to de�ne block mode, that is,the program reads consecutive records, identi�ed by variable RJID, ascontiguous blocks of records.3. The isel command provides an input select. While reading the data�le, only those records are selected where the expression on the right-hand side is true, that is, takes a value not equal to zero. We se-

45Box 7.5-2 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 2.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 2 1 508 508.00 34.09 0.00 376.001 2 2 4129 4129.00 101.49 0.00 654.001 2 3 551 551.00 37.34 0.00 340.001 2 4 7071 7071.00 45.27 0.00 534.001 2 5 354 354.00 40.48 0.00 307.001 2 6 439 439.00 40.67 0.00 341.001 2 11 26 26.00 28.96 0.00 119.001 2 12 328 328.00 19.77 0.00 200.001 2 13 16 16.00 34.50 0.00 121.001 2 14 210 210.00 25.06 0.00 350.001 2 15 15 15.00 27.07 0.00 116.001 2 16 9 9.00 77.22 0.00 164.00Box 7.5-3 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 3.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 3 1 155 155.00 27.83 0.00 455.001 3 2 636 636.00 37.55 0.00 503.001 3 3 201 201.00 57.86 0.00 416.001 3 4 1501 1501.00 18.00 0.00 391.001 3 5 95 95.00 25.65 0.00 298.001 3 6 70 70.00 13.24 0.00 216.001 3 11 20 20.00 113.00 0.00 347.001 3 12 67 67.00 108.22 0.00 517.001 3 13 11 11.00 35.27 0.00 233.001 3 14 84 84.00 39.80 0.00 412.001 3 15 11 11.00 44.00 0.00 160.001 3 16 3 3.00 31.00 0.00 42.00lect all records where variable RJEPN1 has value 1, that is, if a mainepisode consists of more than one subepisode, we only select the �rstsubepisode. The result should be that we get exactly one record foreach main episode.4. Then we de�ne the necessary variables to be retrieved from the archive,that is, from data �le fwl2d.dat. Note that a list of all variables canbe requested with the commandtda arcd=fwl2.des arcv1=fwl2d.datIn fact, we have used this command to get a �rst version of the com-mand �le.5. The next step is to get starting and ending times of the episodes on anappropriate time axis. We choose century months, that is, dates arecalculated in months beginning with the �rst month in this century.



46Box 7.5-4 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 4.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 4 1 2727 2727.00 55.51 0.00 520.001 4 2 7696 7696.00 65.04 0.00 613.001 4 3 1144 1144.00 50.20 0.00 519.001 4 4 19201 19201.00 52.02 0.00 582.001 4 5 685 685.00 67.83 0.00 426.001 4 6 450 450.00 35.24 0.00 266.001 4 11 187 187.00 64.14 0.00 373.001 4 12 988 988.00 120.62 0.00 622.001 4 13 193 193.00 101.14 0.00 551.001 4 14 1413 1413.00 87.75 0.00 604.001 4 15 106 106.00 86.74 0.00 474.001 4 16 59 59.00 59.36 0.00 200.00Box 7.5-5 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 5.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 5 1 145 145.00 46.31 0.00 337.001 5 2 288 288.00 91.64 0.00 575.001 5 3 58 58.00 67.93 0.00 541.001 5 4 332 332.00 47.65 0.00 429.001 5 5 707 707.00 99.28 0.00 650.001 5 6 22 22.00 76.09 0.00 320.001 5 12 9 9.00 110.89 0.00 362.001 5 13 1 1.00 104.00 0.00 104.001 5 14 70 70.00 92.56 0.00 428.001 5 15 20 20.00 112.10 0.00 325.001 5 16 6 6.00 101.33 0.00 295.00Since years are given as 2 digits, this can easily be done by multiplyingyears with 12 and adding the month.6. We take our data as a set of single episodes. Therefore each episodeshould begin at time zero and its ending time should be equal to itsduration. The duration is calculated in variable DUR. Note that wehave added one month because the ending time, as given in the rawdata, is (probably) the last month of occupying the origin state.7. Finally, we de�ne single episode data for TDA. This is done with thecommands org for the origin state, des for the destination state, tsfor the starting time, and tf for the ending time.Having prepared the command �le, it can be executed with TDA. Theprogram is invoked astda cf=fwl15.cf > fwl15.out

47Box 7.5-6 Episodes in fwl2d.dat with origin state 6.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max----------------------------------------------------------------------1 6 1 215 215.00 73.43 0.00 445.001 6 2 490 490.00 68.02 0.00 552.001 6 3 68 68.00 79.96 0.00 425.001 6 4 510 510.00 46.60 0.00 319.001 6 5 33 33.00 82.64 0.00 289.001 6 6 142 142.00 79.63 0.00 559.001 6 11 3 3.00 90.33 0.00 189.001 6 12 9 9.00 130.33 0.00 469.001 6 13 4 4.00 81.00 0.00 163.001 6 14 65 65.00 56.55 0.00 309.001 6 15 4 4.00 95.75 0.00 187.001 6 16 6 6.00 76.50 0.00 256.00TDA's standard output is redirected into the output �le fwl15.out (anarbitrary name). This output �le will contain information about theresults of executing the commands in the command �le. In particular, itwill contain a table with basic descriptive information about the episodedata. This table is shown in Boxes 7-1,: : : ,7-6.Each of these boxes provides a description of episodes beginning in aspeci�c origin state. There are six di�erent origin states, see Box 7.1.Origin state 1 means "being unemployed\. We see that most peoplebeing in this state �nally get a job (there are 2608 transitions into state4, that is, working with one employer). The mean duration for episodesending in this speci�c destination state is 12.6 months. However, thisis not a correct estimate for the mean duration until a transition intoemployment occurs. A correct estimate would have to take into accountthe existence of censored episodes and episodes that end into anotherdestination state.Having successfully read our data �le fwl2d.dat as a set of episodedata, it would be possible to request further statistical procedures todescribe and analyse the data. However, this will not be shown heresince the focus of the current text is only on preparing the FWL data forsubsequent analyses.



488 Partner's Job GridIn exactly the same way as for respondent's, there is also a job grid foreach partner. The information is contained in records of type 67, 72and 73 of the raw data �le. Building on this information, we create ajob history data �le for partners in basically the same way as done forrespondent's in Section 7. The �le will be called fwl2e.dat.1. Variables in fwl2e.dat are the same as in the respondent's job history�le (fwl2d.dat) with the following modi�cations:For partners, all variable names have the pre�x PJ instead of RJ forthe respondents.The variable PJSEX is now the partner's sex.The variables PJBY and PJBM now contain the partner's birth year andmonth, respectively. Note that PJBY is given as four digits, instead oftwo digits for RJBY.A description of all variables in fwl2e.dat can be requested with thecommandtda arcd=fwl2.des arcv1=fwl2e.dat2. The structure of the partner's job history �le is exactly the same as ofthe respondent's job history �le, see the selected records in Box 8.1.All basic variables have the same meaning in both data �les.3. In creating fwl2e.dat, starting and ending times have been correctedin the same way as described in Section 7 for the respondent's jobhistory �le.Basic information about fwl2e.dat. The partner's job history data�le, fwl2e.dat, contains 16797 records for 4227 persons. Comparedto the 4233 partners with at least one entry in the event matrix (seeSection 6), we lost 6 persons who do not have job grid entries, or theirjob grid entries have serious errors. As shown in Box 8.1, the �le isordered in the same way as fwl2d.dat, �rst with respect to respondent'sidenti�cation numbers, second with respect to the starting times of themain episodes. If a main episode splits into subepisodes, the informationfor the main episodes is repeated for each subepisode. The maximumnumber of records for each partner is 30; the maximum number of mainepisodes is 21.

49Box 8.1 Some records in fwl2e.dat with basic variables91461 7 1 7 1 4 4 70 7 1 74 7 1 1 1 70 7 1 74 7 191461 7 2 7 2 4 2 74 7 1 76 7 1 1 1 74 7 1 76 7 191461 7 3 7 3 2 4 76 8 0 77 6 0 1 1 76 8 0 77 6 091461 7 4 7 4 4 2 77 7 1 81 10 0 1 1 77 7 1 81 10 091461 7 5 7 5 2 4 81 11 0 91 6 0 1 1 81 11 0 91 6 091461 7 6 7 6 4 1 91 7 1 94 5 0 1 1 91 7 1 94 5 091461 7 7 7 7 1 1 94 6 0 95 1 0 1 1 94 6 0 95 1 0-------------------------------------------------------------160041 2 1 2 1 4 2 83 7 1 87 7 1 1 1 83 7 1 87 7 1160041 2 2 2 2 2 2 87 8 0 94 8 0 1 1 87 8 0 94 8 0-------------------------------------------------------------170041 2 1 1 1 4 4 87 10 0 94 11 0 2 1 87 10 0 -1 -1 0170041 2 2 1 1 4 4 87 10 0 94 11 0 2 2 -1 -1 0 94 11 0-------------------------------------------------------------200151 3 1 3 1 4 2 79 7 1 90 9 0 1 1 79 7 1 90 9 0200151 3 2 3 2 2 4 90 10 0 90 10 0 1 1 90 10 0 90 10 0200151 3 3 3 3 4 4 90 11 0 94 8 0 1 1 90 11 0 94 8 0-------------------------------------------------------------200461 7 1 5 1 4 3 64 7 1 76 7 1 1 1 64 7 1 76 7 1200461 7 2 5 2 3 2 76 8 0 76 11 0 1 1 76 8 0 76 11 0200461 7 3 5 3 2 4 76 12 0 86 6 0 1 1 76 12 0 86 6 0200461 7 4 5 4 4 2 86 7 1 92 4 0 3 1 86 7 1 87 7 0200461 7 5 5 4 4 2 86 7 1 92 4 0 3 2 87 7 0 90 1 0200461 7 6 5 4 4 2 86 7 1 92 4 0 3 3 90 1 0 92 4 0200461 7 7 5 5 2 2 92 5 0 94 8 0 1 1 92 5 0 94 8 0As explained above, each record of the data �le contains 57 variables.The record length is 180 characters plus one end-of-record character (linefeed). The total size of the �le is 3,040,257 bytes.8.1 The Final Data ArchiveUpdating our archive with the new data �le is done in the usual way,already explained in previous sections. First, to put the data �le intothe archive, the command is simplyzoo ah fwl2.zoo fwl2e.datThis command puts the compressed �le fwl2e.dat into the already ex-isting archive fwl2.zoo. In addition, one has to update the variabledescription �le. This is simply done by appending the list of new vari-ables to the end of the already existing variable description �le fwl2.var.Note that we have used the logical �le number 5 for the new data �le.



50Box 7.3 New version of the archive description �le (fwl2.des)# archive description file for fwl2.zoofwl2.zoo1 fwl2a.dat 1 10500 11237 16032 fwl2b.dat 1 49 164295 153 fwl2c.dat 1 52 21599 154 fwl2d.dat 1 179 71780 575 fwl2e.dat 1 181 16797 5799 fwl2.var 2 0 6813 0In addition, we have to update the archive description �le, fwl2.des, byadding one line describing the new data �le. The updated description�le is shown in Box 8.2.Finally, the new archive can be checked with the TDA commandtda arcd=fwl2.des arccOur data archive for the FWL data is now ready. It contains all infor-mation from the raw data �le split into �ve separate �le in order to bemore easily accessible. The size of the archive is about 11.5 mega bytes,the size of the data �les is about 143 mega bytes.8.2 Description of EpisodesAs a �nal step, we check whether we are able to read the partner's jobhistory data correctly with TDA. Our command will be fwl20.cf. Itis basically identical to fwl15.cf, used in Section 7.2, only the variablenames have been changed to refer to the partner's job history �le (thatis, the pre�xes have been changed from RJ to PJ).Part of TDA's output is shown in Boxes 8-1,: : : ,8-6. Each table describesa set of episodes with a speci�c origin state.

51Box 8.5-1 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 1.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 1 251 251.00 43.52 0.00 425.001 1 2 63 63.00 24.10 0.00 191.001 1 3 22 22.00 25.73 0.00 128.001 1 4 447 447.00 13.21 0.00 139.001 1 5 28 28.00 13.39 0.00 43.001 1 6 28 28.00 8.68 0.00 94.001 1 11 8 8.00 5.75 0.00 15.001 1 12 3 3.00 6.67 0.00 11.001 1 14 3 3.00 24.67 0.00 41.001 1 15 1 1.00 4.00 0.00 4.00Box 8.5-2 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 2.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 2 1 73 73.00 31.84 0.00 317.001 2 2 1670 1670.00 102.23 0.00 556.001 2 3 95 95.00 43.57 0.00 428.001 2 4 1586 1586.00 53.04 0.00 375.001 2 5 111 111.00 43.05 0.00 312.001 2 6 87 87.00 44.71 0.00 211.001 2 11 7 7.00 18.00 0.00 71.001 2 12 104 104.00 24.42 0.00 256.001 2 13 5 5.00 24.40 0.00 50.001 2 14 22 22.00 23.50 0.00 84.001 2 15 3 3.00 30.00 0.00 61.001 2 16 1 1.00 16.00 0.00 16.00Box 8.5-3 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 3.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 3 1 27 27.00 41.96 0.00 303.001 3 2 98 98.00 34.70 0.00 303.001 3 3 109 109.00 96.21 0.00 461.001 3 4 301 301.00 15.00 0.00 199.001 3 5 28 28.00 22.82 0.00 230.001 3 6 10 10.00 21.20 0.00 71.001 3 11 4 4.00 38.75 0.00 123.001 3 12 14 14.00 31.21 0.00 242.001 3 13 8 8.00 15.50 0.00 37.001 3 14 7 7.00 14.57 0.00 57.001 3 15 1 1.00 165.00 0.00 165.00



52Box 8.5-4 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 4.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 4 1 515 515.00 76.48 0.00 474.001 4 2 2014 2014.00 94.89 0.00 612.001 4 3 262 262.00 82.97 0.00 482.001 4 4 4448 4448.00 76.81 0.00 592.001 4 5 217 217.00 74.39 0.00 459.001 4 6 49 49.00 52.39 0.00 250.001 4 11 31 31.00 102.61 0.00 511.001 4 12 244 244.00 139.89 0.00 499.001 4 13 35 35.00 97.63 0.00 364.001 4 14 256 256.00 112.56 0.00 498.001 4 15 26 26.00 108.96 0.00 385.001 4 16 10 10.00 83.10 0.00 247.00Box 8.5-5 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 5.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 5 1 37 37.00 66.59 0.00 430.001 5 2 112 112.00 118.18 0.00 451.001 5 3 20 20.00 61.45 0.00 332.001 5 4 85 85.00 53.84 0.00 223.001 5 5 311 311.00 124.89 0.00 529.001 5 6 3 3.00 46.33 0.00 90.001 5 11 1 1.00 23.00 0.00 23.001 5 12 4 4.00 97.50 0.00 155.001 5 13 1 1.00 114.00 0.00 114.001 5 14 13 13.00 132.08 0.00 298.001 5 15 13 13.00 175.08 0.00 354.00Box 8.5-6 Episodes in fwl2e.dat with origin state 6.MeanSN Org Des Episodes Weighted Duration TS Min TF Max-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 6 1 33 33.00 82.91 0.00 397.001 6 2 84 84.00 98.45 0.00 568.001 6 3 17 17.00 62.88 0.00 217.001 6 4 72 72.00 71.21 0.00 314.001 6 5 8 8.00 111.38 0.00 386.001 6 6 58 58.00 105.64 0.00 408.001 6 11 1 1.00 91.00 0.00 91.001 6 12 2 2.00 101.00 0.00 168.001 6 13 2 2.00 104.50 0.00 193.001 6 14 5 5.00 65.80 0.00 131.001 6 16 4 4.00 8.00 0.00 8.00
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